ABSTRACT The use of near field communication (NFC) technology for contactless mobile transactions has become popular in the past decade with the availability of this technology in mobile devices. Today, there are millions of the NFC-enabled mobile handsets in the market, with mobile handset manufacturers and mobile network operators enabling m-wallet solutions using the secure elements (SEs) that they own, thus can remotely control, on the devices. While this approach gives full control to the SE owner to activate any mobile transaction system on a device, having a more flexible approach would increase the benefits that end users could obtain from this technology in a variety of use cases. In this paper, we introduce a novel protocol for the NFC-based mobile transaction procedure, which uses tamper-resistant SEs that are already installed at the transaction terminals, and is mobile handset manufacturer and mobile network operator-independent. We evaluate and show the feasibility of the use of our proposed model with common mobile electronic payment scenarios. The evaluation results demonstrate that the proposed solution is promising for adoption as a secure NFC transaction model, which will have applications in various security-sensitive IoT scenarios, including but not limited to, mobile identification, healthcare, payment, and access control. 
I. INTRODUCTION
Mobile devices have replaced their desktop counterparts for many daily tasks in the past decade and have become the end users' primary choice for Web-based operations. To illustrate, mobile banking adoption resulted in a number of banks closing some of their branches in the recent years [1] . As a result, many new features were added to smartphones in order to increase their capabilities and to fulfill end user expectations. The Near Field Communication (NFC) technology [2] , which facilitates secure data exchange over very short distances on mobile devices, has transformed the mobile transaction industry to include updated specifications, covering payment schemes based on NFC [3] . Consequently, card specifications have also been updated, to include mobile residence of the Secure Element (SE) -a tamper-resistant chip -and its management [4] .
The existing infrastructure for NFC-enabled devices permits the SE owner exclusively to enable any feature on the The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Shiqiang Wang.
NFC mobile device, which makes the technology dependent on the NFC Enabler (device manufacturer and network operator). To illustrate, if the owner of a payment system wants to accept mobile NFC payments, the integration must be completed with all NFC Enablers, so that payment credentials can be issued to the NFC device SEs, which are under enabler control. The difficulty of reaching this kind of agreement stands as a barrier for more widespread adoption of the NFC technology for mobile transactions.
In this paper, we propose a new NFC protocol -RONFCwhich enables mobile transactions to be performed using NFC devices without dependency on NFC Enablers. The proposed solution requires the transaction terminal to have a tamper-resistant chip for calculating the transaction-related cryptogram and advertising the transaction information on the NFC interface using card emulation. In this way, the NFC device reads the information like an NFC card and performs the transaction through the associated mobile application. The main goal of the approach is to remove the dependency on NFC enablers for NFC-based mobile transactions, thereby providing the chance for wider adoption of the VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ technology in various domains requiring mobile transaction processing.
The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
• We propose a novel NFC protocol for mobile transactions, which is independent of NFC enablers, thus giving full control to end users to conduct transactions on their mobile device by just using the corresponding application.
• As opposed to legacy NFC-based solutions that offer limited space on the SE for storing the transaction applications, the proposed model enables conducting the transactions through applications of the mobile device itself, providing increased versatility.
• The proposed approach creates the basis for an open protocol for anyone seeking to enable NFC-based transactions in their mobile systems. The independence of the approach from the Card Emulation Mode, which is an optional feature in NFC specifications, makes it compliant with all NFC-enabled devices, enabling widespread adoption.
• The extensible open architecture of the proposed model makes it possible to integrate various authentication methods such as face recognition and fingerprint recognition, providing increased security for sensitive mobile transactions. The remainder of this article is organized as follows: In Section II we provide preliminaries on NFC and SE, and discuss the NFC enabler dependency problem. In Section III, we provide an overview of related work in mobile transaction models and solutions for the NFC enabler dependency problem. Section IV introduces our proposed approach for NFC-based mobile transactions, illustrating the concepts through the use case of mobile contactless payments. Section V provides a performance and security evaluation of the proposed approach. Section VI provides a discussion of the contributions of the proposed approach and Section VII concludes the paper.
II. PRELIMINARIES
NFC is the technology which lets a contactless device communicate with another contactless device within a range of a few centimeters [5] . A mobile device can use this technology in the following modes of operation:
• Reader Mode: Allows a mobile device to read and write an NFC tag.
• Peer-to-Peer Mode: Allows two NFC devices to exchange information between one another.
• Card Emulation Mode: Allows a mobile device to function as a contactless card. Although each operation mode has its own advantages, Card Emulation has attracted particular attention in the secure identification industry, because this mode allows the user to convert the mobile device into a mobile wallet, which contains credit card information, offline payment cards, loyalty cards, etc., all of which are stored inside the SE [6] .
As defined by GlobalPlatform [7] , ''A SE is a tamperresistant platform (typically a one-chip secure microcontroller), capable of securely hosting applications and their confidential and cryptographic data (for example cryptographic keys), in accordance with the rules and security requirements set by well-identified and trusted authorities.'' An NFC device has two options for including the SE: the SIM-based NFC, which includes the SE in the SIM card itself or the Embedded NFC, which utilizes mobile handsetembedded hardware. Both methods allow the owner of the device to load the necessary credentials to their devices remotely, because the device is already under owner control. Therefore, mobile transaction functions are enabled via remote issuance to the SE inside the mobile device [8] .
The security of an SE is ensured by cryptographic issuer keys, which are assigned to and only known by the SE owner [9] . SE issuer keys are utilized for remote authentication when installing applications into the chip. Since security-sensitive mobile application installation and personalization requires the transfer of confidential information, secure communication with the remote chip is required, so as to ensure that confidential information is delivered securely [10] .
The digital encoding of a physical contactless card differs slightly from the digital encoding of an instance within the mobile device. The physical contactless card is manufactured in secure environments and the target user information is already known when it is being created. However, when the SE of the mobile device is manufactured, the final user is unknown, as well as the applications it will contain. All issuances are performed while the mobile device is actively in use. Therefore, NFC issuance requires remote access to the SEs in order to handle any contactless application activity. As a result, NFC issuance is dependent on the NFC Enabler. This constraining design is thought to have been intentional, as the mobile payment industry players sought to dominate mobile payment platforms and monopolize payment technology during its infancy stage [11] .
Dependency on the NFC Enabler is a strong impediment to widespread adoption of the NFC technology in mobile transactions, as extensive integrations with worldwide NFC Enablers are an arduous task. As a result, even after more than a decade since implementation, the NFC technology was only successfully implemented in credit card issuance because of international standards, despite its high potential for facilitating the daily operations of many local operators, small companies and system providers.
III. RELATED WORK
NFC, since its rise as a communication technology, has been utilized as a key component in many fields of mobile computing with recent research focusing on NFC-based solutions for mobile tourism applications [12] , wireless power transfer systems [13] , airport baggage claim systems [14] , and gamebased learning applications [15] in addition to well-known mobile payment applications.
The first mobile wallet applications used SIM cards to store private credentials because of proven security of the SIM, and then evolved with secure key exchange protocols in order to ensure end-to-end security [16] . SIM cards are a specific form of smart card that are considered a secure signature creation device; a prerequisite for electronic signatures [17] . For this reason, it became possible to design a mobile transaction system using the SIM as a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) signature tool [18] . However, there is a key problem with this method: Since SIM cards are under the full control of the Mobile Network Operator (MNO), designing a SIM card-based system results in full dependency on the MNO. Considering the problems that have already occurred due to MNO dependency, some researchers began to study MNO-independent SIM usage scenarios. Specifically, a mobile signature service independent of the MNO was developed using the SIM card as the private key storage medium [19] . Although this approach solves the e-signature flow over SIM cards without MNO dependency, this is not applicable to mobile payments, as it involves a many-to-many relationship between terminal providers, merchants and card providers, and a secure transaction requires cryptographic proof for all. Therefore, having m-signature on a handset for a specific issuer does not solve the NFC enabler independent mobile payment problem.
The embedded Secure Element (eSE) is an alternative to the SIM card, offering secure storage within an NFC mobile device. However, this method is not without mobile handset manufacturer dependency. Adding a payment instrument into Apple Wallet and Samsung Pay is only possible by processing it through Apple TM and Samsung TM , which will require contractual agreement with these corporations.
There have been attempts to solve the problem of NFC enabler dependency by incorporating user-centric models. Specifically, a consumer-centric model was proposed by Akram et al. for smart card management, containing several applications within one card [20] . Over time, even international standards included consumer-centric models for NFC technology [21] . However, solving this problem does not give flexibility to the end-user when it comes to using a mobile application of choice for NFC transactions at different merchants, because SE can only host a few applications, whereas handsets can host many more mobile applications. On the other hand, adding payment function to any mobile application requires executing SE application bootstrapping -installing a corresponding smart card application into the SE -which is another barrier for small businesses. Therefore, user-centric card management approaches can be ideal for remote smart card management, but not for mobile payments.
Another way to remove dependency on the NFC Enabler is by replacing the SE of the NFC device with cloudbased SEs [22] . However, this approach comes with its share of network latency, which is not acceptable in many realworld mobile transaction scenarios. For this reason, we tried to leverage from 4G-based mobile network communication speed to solve this problem in one of our previous studies [23] .
On the other hand, it is also possible to create an alternative scheme, which does not contain an SE at all [24] . Some studies analyzed the use of Quick Response (QR) Code technology as a method to pay with a mobile handheld device. Specifically, researchers examined a novel, QR codebased mobile payment system, which does not require the mobile device to have an Internet connection [25] . Although these solutions can address specific use cases, they are not ideal for payment processing, as financial transactions require cryptographically proven security in the first place. Transaction data confidentiality and integrity should be ensured by preparing this data in proven secure hardware components that are approved by the financial industry. This requirement cannot be met with light-weight, software-backed, cryptogram generation solutions or with QR codes that do not allow mutual authentication between components during a transaction, besides being vulnerable against copying visual transaction data.
Over the past decade we have witnessed the evolution of m-commerce [26] . Researchers have come face-to-face with the tremendous potential of m-commerce; however, it has not gained the expected popularity and still lacks a solid solution for more widespread adoption due to the lack of standardized guidelines and lack of players [27] .
The approach proposed in this paper differs from previous NFC-based mobile transaction processing approaches in that it removes the dependency on NFC Enablers without requiring usage of external instruments such as cloud-based SEs and enables widespread adoption by only relying on the compulsory Read Mode on NFC-enabled mobile devices.
IV. PROPOSED APPROACH
In this section, we describe our proposed enabler-independent transaction execution flow model called RONFC for NFC-based mobile transactions, which works regardless of NFC being SIM-based or embedded SE-based. The proposed method does not even require an SE to be present on the NFC mobile device.
In our proposed solution, we position the SE inside the transaction terminal to create a cryptogram for each transaction. The mobile device reads the information from the terminal through NFC and performs the transaction. In other words, the terminal is required to enter Card Emulation Mode, while requiring the mobile device to only read it as it would a plastic card. Thus, we refer to the proposed solution as ''RONFC'', which is short for Read-Only NFC.
Terminals are under control of the Terminal Providers (TP), making it is easy for them to manage the SE inside the terminal. Contacting any Trusted Service Managers (TSM) is not required to reach the terminals or the SE attached to them.
The NFC device is used to communicate with the terminal using the NFC interface, which can be performed by any mobile application, as this is a mandatory function for an NFC-enabled mobile device. Below, we describe the proposed approach, giving an overview of the system components and their interactions through the use case of a mobile payment transaction, followed by the details of the transaction execution flow. Although the mobile contactless payment scenario is chosen for illustration and ease of explanation here, the approach is applicable with minor modifications for various other NFC-based mobile transactions, such as identity verification (e.g. electronic passports), mobile access control, secure entry, etc. Table 1 provides a list of the symbols and abbreviations used in the protocol description.
A. MOBILE PAYMENT SCENARIO
Contactless mobile payments have been the most popular application of the NFC technology since its invention. In this section, we provide an overview of the functioning of the proposed NFC protocol for a typical mobile payment scenario. Like any legacy secure mobile payment processing system, our solution requires a Central Authority (CA) to manage the operations between the card acquirer and the card issuer. Terminal Providers (TP) here are the existing terminal owners, which are utilized for credit card or any other payment form's acceptance. Card Providers (CP) are the main card issuers. These can be a credit card issuing bank or any other proprietary payment card issuer.
The processing of a mobile payment transaction with RONFC involves the following steps:
1) The payment terminal uses its SE to create a cryptogram for the current transaction data. 1 2) The payment terminal goes into NFC Card Emulation
Mode to advertise the created transaction data through the NFC interface, connects to its TP Web service and waits for a reply once the transaction has started. 3) The mobile device user launches the CP's mobile application to initiate a payment and taps his phone to the payment terminal. 4) The mobile application reads the transaction data and displays the transaction details to the user for verification. 5) Upon verification, the mobile application connects to the CP Web service using a proprietary communication channel, which ensures the security and confidentiality between the remote device and the host system, by employing robust authentication protocols [28] . 6) The CP checks the user's credentials and decides if the transaction is approved or denied. 7) Once approved, the CP signs the transaction data as proof of the approval and sends the approval to the CA. 8) The CA identifies the TP from the transaction data and forwards the transaction approval to it. 9) The TP decrypts the message prepared by the SE, and checks the transaction approval given by the CP. Once completed, it prepares approval data for the terminal. 10) The TP replies to the request generated by the payment terminal (created at Step 2). 11) The payment terminal receives the message and verifies it using the SE. The user screen of the terminal displays the verification result. All communication between the terminal and the Payment Terminal Applet is based on the international standards of Command/Response schemes [29] . The communication between the terminal and the Terminal Provider, and the communication between the mobile application and the Card Provider is proprietary. Thanks to SSL communication, if properly configured, both entities can ensure that the integrity and the confidentiality of the information is guaranteed and we can rely on secure information exchange in mobile networks [30] .
Information delivery and acknowledgements are not explained in detail here, as with fair exchange solutions a valid message delivery system can be built [31] .
For public-key cryptography, we choose to use Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC), as it requires lower key lengths for equal security strength when compared to RSA [32] . Please note that the specific encryption and decryption algorithm parameters are to be chosen by the implementer of the proposed scheme depending on the security requirements of the domain as we aim the scheme to be flexible, therefore specific parameter values are not provided here.
B. TRANSACTION EXECUTION FLOW
This section explains in detail the proposed end-to-end mobile transaction execution flow in RONFC. The flow for the mobile payment scenario is as depicted in Fig. 1 . As seen in Fig. 1 , the processing of a mobile transaction is separated into eight phases, detailed below.
1) CREATE TRANSACTION DATA
A transaction starts with preparation of the transaction data and its associated cryptogram at the terminal. 2 Once the terminal SE receives the Create Transaction Data command, it generates the secure transaction data using Algorithm I.
With Algorithm I, SE prepares secure transaction data that CP, CA and TP can use to verify the security and the integrity of the transaction request. Algorithm attributes and how they contribute achieving secure transaction data generation are explained below. 3 • TranCnt is an internal counter in the card applet that is matched and verified at TP in order to avoid double-push and replay attacks.
• TransactionInfo is a concatenation of the unique transaction ID that is provided by the terminal, transaction data, and unique identifiers of the terminal device, terminal provider and SE itself. This information is then • TransactionSecret is generated to make each transaction cryptogram unique even if all transaction attributes are the same. A random byte array is appended to the transaction secret, which then becomes input for other cryptographic calculations within the algorithm. This ensures transaction data generation security against side channel power analysis attacks.
• A random CryptoKey is generated for each transaction in order to perform transaction data encryption with a different key for each transaction request. This is then encrypted with TP's public key, making decryption possible by TP only.
• Finally, the transaction data is signed with the private key of SE, making terminal generated transaction cryptogram verification possible for CA, which maintains a list of SE public keys and the corresponding certificates. Typical transaction data components for the mobile payment scenario are given in Table 2 .
2) ADVERTISE TRANSACTION DATA, READ BY NFC Once the terminal has prepared the secure transaction data, it performs two parallel operations. One is to notify the TP from which this terminal is waiting for a transaction response and the other is to turn on the Card Emulation Mode, in order to allow the NFC-enabled mobile device to read it as a regular NFC tag. 4 The selection of the tag and the command/response formats need to be arranged according to the NFC Forum Specifications for the Type 4 Tag [5] .
The terminal will prepare the NFC data by concatenating TransactionInfo and SecureTransactionData provided by the SE. The data needs to be encapsulated in an NFC Forum Text Format -NFC Data Exchange Format (NDEF) message according to the specifications [5] .
The user of the NFC device is already authenticated to its CP by using the mobile application of the CP. The user performs necessary operations to trigger the transaction request on the mobile application and then taps the device to the terminal. The mobile application selects the NFC Forum Type 4 Tag and reads the NDEF message.
The mobile application extracts the TransactionInfo and SecureTransactionData from the NDEF message. It parses the TransactionInfo and displays the relevant transaction information through its user interface. The user confirms the accuracy of the displayed transaction details and permits continuation of the transaction. The mobile application connects to its CP to request execution of the transaction.
3) NOTIFY/AWAIT TRANSACTION
Once the NFC data of the transaction is read by the mobile device, the terminal notifies its provider about the initiated transaction, invoking the relevant method of the TP's Web service with SecureTransactionData. This blocking method waits for the CP to send the transaction approval before replying to the call.
4) CARD PROVIDER REQUEST

After
Step 2, the mobile application is asked to show its userrelated information regarding the transaction and asked to let the user choose the relevant transaction instrument. For example, in a credit card payment scheme, the bank's mobile application will let the user choose a credit card already available in his/her bank account.
The mobile application is responsible for making the call to the CP's Web service in order to initiate the transaction request and delivering the transaction data information read from the terminal.
Once the request is received by the CP, Algorithm II is run for transaction approval/rejection.
Transaction processing is a proprietary flow for the Card Provider, as it involves credibility or balance check of the user. Therefore, details of that process are not part of this protocol. Once a result is obtained from transaction processing, CP prepares a result message and signs that data with its private key. CA maintains public keys and corresponding certificates of all CPs registered in the network. Therefore, each signed transaction result cryptographically proves CP's approval or rejection of the request. Before proceeding to the next step, CP replies to the transaction requesting mobile application, so as to notify the user about the result of the transaction.
5) TRANSACTION APPROVAL THROUGH CA
After the transaction approval result data becomes ready, the CP calls the CA's Web service method for the delivery of the transaction result to the TP. This method accepts ResultMessage, CPTranSignature, CP pub and CPCert as input and processes them using Algorithm III for verification before communication of results to the TP. Upon receipt of the transaction approval message from the CA, the TP checks the received message, verifies the CP certificate, and verifies CPTranSignature using CP pub . Upon completion of this verification process, the TP ensures the validity of the delivered approval message and performs the transaction.
Algorithm 4 Approval Data Generation
Input: SecuredCryptoKey || EncTranData || Upon completion of the validation process, the TP processes the transaction using Algorithm IV, with the input parameters received in Step 3.
With Algorithm IV, TP initially accesses transaction data that was encrypted by the SE and then verifies the content by verifying the signature. The symmetric transaction encryption key is accessed by decrypting SecureCryptoKey using the private key of the TP. Then this key is used to decrypt the content prepared by the SE for the transaction.
After signature verification, TP generates ApprovalData, which contains the original TransactionSecret prepared by the SE (TranID, Random array and unique identifiers of terminal, terminal provider and SE). This information is appended to the prepared approval cryptogram, so that the terminal can match the initial request and approval data when it is delivered to the terminal.
TP encrypts ApprovalData with the public key of SE, making decryption possible by the corresponding SE only.
Finally, TP signs secured approval data using the private key of TP. As each SE has the public key of its terminal provider, SE can verify that approval data has been prepared by its own provider when approval data is delivered to the SE. The details of ApprovalData parameters are given in Table 3 . In the approval verification stage, the terminal forwards the received approval message to the SE, which then performs the verification using Algorithm V. As a first step, SE verifies if approval data is generated by its terminal provider. This is performed by verifying the approval signature using TP's public key. Then, SE decrypts SecureApprovalData using its private key to access TransactionSecret sent by the TP. Finally, SE checks if TransactionSecret matches the original transaction attributes generated by this SE and returns success or failure based on the match result.
8) RESULTS SHOWN
The transaction is successfully completed. The terminal delivers relevant success messages to the user and prints a receipt for reference if required by the transaction design.
V. EVALUATION
In this section, we provide a performance and security evaluation of the proposed enabler-independent NFC protocol for mobile transactions.
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed solution for the discussed mobile payment scenario, we implemented a prototype including the Card Provider, Terminal Provider and Central Authority entities, which are all Java applications running on the same server. Additionally, the following entities were implemented as part of the experiment environment: a) PC application simulating a Payment Terminal such as Verifone TM and Ingenico TM .
b) Smart Card (SC) simulating the SE of the Payment Terminal: In order to simulate the SE, we used a Java Card Open Platform (JCOP) smart card with the JCOP v.2.4.2 R3 version. We used a dual interface (contact and contactless) JCOP card so that we could use the contactless interface for NFC communication. We developed an applet on the JCOP, which performs the transaction cryptogram generation and verification as described earlier.
c) Smart card simulating Card Emulation: As the commercial NFC components having Card Emulation are secured VOLUME 7, 2019 with confidential Issuer Security Domain (ISD) keys, we were not able to use a commercial product for our experiments. Therefore, we used the same JCOP card that we use as the SE. In order to perform Card Emulation, we developed another applet that accepts the NFC data from the terminal and delivers output to the mobile device when requested.
d) PC/SC reader: As our SE is simulated by a real smart card connected to the PC application, we needed to communicate with the smart card through the PC/SC interface. For this purpose, we used the HID OmniKey 5321 5 smart card reader. e) NFC Phone: We used Samsung Galaxy S4 6 as an NFC phone, as it is already NFC enabled and can read NFC tags. f) Mobile Application: We developed an Android application that performs the mobile transaction processing application task described in this paper. g) Key Handling: Since this setup is just for demo purposes, for the PKI-based communication between the Card Provider, Central Authority and Terminal Provider, we used soft-keys generated in Java [34] . The SE key pair was generated using the Bouncy Castle API and hardcoded into the Smart Card application.
For the experiments, a PC/SC reader was connected to the PC that runs the Payment Terminal application and the contactless JCOP card was placed on it. The transaction starts by providing the amount information to the terminal application, which prepares the transaction information and connects to the JCOP card using the PC/SC interface. First, it selects the applet on the chip and sends the cryptogram generation command. Once the terminal receives the response, it selects the other applet that we developed for card emulation simulation. The terminal sends the NFC data to the Card Emulation applet. Finally, the terminal application closes the PC/SC channel so that the card becomes selectable by other media; the NFC phone, in our case. At this stage, we tap the NFC phone to the card. Our Android application reads the NFC data and performs the transaction by connecting to the Card Provider application on the server.
The terminal application makes a request to the Terminal Provider application at the server after closing the PC/SC channel. This call is a blocking request, meaning the terminal application waits until the Terminal Provider application returns a reply or an error. The Terminal Provider application waits for the Card Provider to reach it through the Central Authority application for a specific period and if no connection is made, it sends a timeout error.
When the terminal application receives a reply from the Terminal Provider application, it reconnects to the JCOP card using the PC/SC interface. Finally, it performs the response verification process by invoking the relevant command and shows the result on the screen.
With this setup, we were able to run our proposed mobile transaction protocol end-to-end, hence proving the feasibility of real-world implementation.
B. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Transaction execution time performance is an important factor in mobile transactions. A recent study involving hotel customers aimed to identify consumer acceptance regarding the use of NFC for hotel payments, revealed that the most important expectation of consumers was high performance [35] . The size of the data communicated during the protocol runtime affects the end-to-end execution time, thus should be kept as low as possible.
The total length of the TransactionSecret variable in Algorithm I is 24 bytes. TP pub in Step 5 is the public key of the Terminal Provider key pair, injected into all Terminal Provider SEs during the SE preparation. If ECC Prime 256 is used for generating the key pair, this encryption will result in 80 bytes [32] . For the mobile payment scenario, the total length of EncTranData is 72 bytes and TranSignature length is 80 bytes. As a result, the return value length will be 252 bytes, which is short enough to send in a single response APDU. Therefore, no chaining is required.
In order to measure the transaction execution time performance of the developed prototype, we created five reference points as shown in Fig. 2 . The T1 reference point measures the total time required by the SE to prepare the transaction data including the cryptographic operations. This includes the time period between selecting the chip applet and receiving the reply for the Create Transaction Data command.
The T2 reference point measures the total time required for loading the SE with NFC data. This actually simulates putting the terminal into Card Emulation Mode. The time measurement starts when the command is invoked and finishes when the SE delivers a success message.
The T3 reference point measures the total time taken by the mobile application to read the NFC data. In order to include the tag discovery time with the measurement, we started the timer when the ''Pay'' button was clicked on the mobile application and stopped it when the mobile application called the Card Provider Server application. For an accurate measurement, we clicked the ''Pay'' button when the phone was physically on the test card.
The T4 reference point measures the total time required to complete the tasks of the Card Provider, Central Authority and Terminal Provider on the server. As all three applications reside on the same server within our test setup, there was almost no network delay. In real life, there will undoubtedly be network delays and this must be taken into account. Therefore, this performance analysis reference point analyzes the total time required by the server for soft-key based cryptographic operations. The Card Provider application creates a log entry when it receives the payment request from the mobile application and the Terminal Provider application creates another log entry in the same file on the server when it replies to the Terminal Application that is waiting for the reply of the transaction request.
The T5 reference point measures the total time that the SE requires to verify the message delivered by the Terminal Provider. The time measurement starts with the selection of the chip applet and finishes with receipt of reply for the Approval Verification command.
We repeated the experiments 20 times and the minimum, maximum and average response times in milliseconds for the different transaction execution time components are reported in Table 4 . Note that the total values in the performance analysis results table do not contain any network connection overhead. If we roughly assume that the network overhead were around 2-3 seconds, it would mean that all the payment flow execution would be completed within 5 seconds.
Evaluating the performance results, we conjecture that completing the entire payment within 5 seconds is acceptable, but can be improved by further optimizing the implementation of the involved components. Considering that regular NFC payments also have a 2-3 second network overhead and complete the payment application reading process in about 1 second, the total execution takes around 4 seconds. However, this time excludes the total time spent by user to enter their PIN, bringing the total time to more than 5 seconds. In our design, the user is able to perform verification upfront using the mobile application, therefore the end-to-end payment flow execution offers a swift transaction completion compared to a regular NFC payment. Also, note that the provided numbers are based on a specific implementation of the mobile payment scenario to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed approach. Real world implementations of the proposed protocol for various domains will have varying performance results.
C. SECURITY ANALYSIS
The end-to-end security of RONFC primarily relies on the security of the components involved in the protocol, as well as the security of their communication. Thus, in this section, we discuss the security of the individual system components and we analyze their role in overall system security. In order to clarify the communication channels between the components, their relationships are depicted in Fig. 3 . 
1) TERMINAL SECURITY
The SE plays an important role in RONFC's overall security, because the transaction starts with the cryptogram created by the SE and ends with the cryptogram verification by the SE. SEs are tamper-resistant and certified at the Evaluation Assurance Level (EAL) 5+ for both the underlying hardware and also the Chip Operating System running on the chip. This ensures that the hardware is protected against attacks and information is securely stored, while also protecting the chip from attacks via the operating system, which also stores the information securely. The terminal application uses the attached SE for key storage, transaction cryptogram calculation and transaction approval verification. Therefore, the terminal application itself is an agnostic entity from a security standpoint, except for the need of ensuring secure communication with its Terminal Provider. VOLUME 7, 2019 2) TERMINAL PROVIDER AND CARD PROVIDER The Terminal Provider System and the Card Provider System will be made up of a combination of several Web Services and a cryptographic calculation. We recommend utilizing a Hardware Security Module (HSM) to store the cryptographic keys and perform cryptographic calculations. While HSM devices are similar to smart cards in terms of the ensured security, they are also Common Criteria EAL 5+ certified devices, which ensures the security of the keys inside. For proper handling of the key, providers should follow the recommendations in [36] .
3) MOBILE APPLICATION
The mobile application simply reads the NFC data, shows transaction information to the user for verification, transmits to the Card Provider, and thus, plays an agnostic role in terms of cryptogram security. However, the mobile application is in charge of end-user verification prior to triggering the transaction execution. This is similar to signing into the mobile application of a bank either by PIN, fingerprint, or any other user authentication verification mechanism.
4) TERMINAL COMMUNICATION CHANNEL
The communication channel between the terminal and the Terminal Provider carries ciphered data that is encrypted by a secured hardware (HSM) and can only be decrypted by a secured hardware (SE). Thus, it is resistant against manin-the-middle attacks. However, in order to ensure resistance against replay-attacks and to reduce the number of known transaction samples of a dedicated terminal, it is recommended that the terminal communication channel is secured with an SSL connection and additional proprietary communication-ciphering techniques.
5) CARD PROVIDER CHANNEL
Ensuring user access security on mobile applications was a popular subject of research a decade ago and, since then, advances have been made regarding secure channel creation between a mobile application and its provider [37] .
Within our design, the Card Provider channel is very important, as the system does not store card information anywhere; instead, relying on the Card Provider itself which already stores the required information. The Card Provider manages card information as they normally do in their system. Hence it is still the Card Provider's responsibility to ensure security between the mobile application and their host system.
6) NFC DATA TRANSMISSION
The NFC data prepared by the terminal consists of two parts; a public part which is to be read by the mobile application, Card Provider and Central Authority, which then have access to the transaction parameters -such as amount, currency, etc. and a confidential part that is prepared by the SE, which can only be read by the owner Terminal Provider.
The confidential part is prepared based on the PKI infrastructure. Therefore, it remains confidential until it reaches its owner. The public part only contains some unique identifiers and some transaction-related information, which does not include any personal or confidential information.
7) CENTRAL AUTHORITY ENSURED COMMUNICATION
Within our proposed transaction design, the server-side applications -Card Provider, Central Authority and Terminal Provider -communicate with each other, in order to process the transaction. Although SE-encrypted data is still being transmitted and the confidentiality is ensured, there is an additional layer that ensures the security of message delivery on server-side applications. The Central Authority serves as a go-between for communication between the Card Provider and the Terminal Provider. Based on PKI infrastructure, the Card Provider message features the Central Authority certificate in its signed data. In this way, the Terminal Provider ensures that the delivered message is signed by a real Card Provider. Since the Terminal Provider always receives messages directly from the Central Authority, it ensures that the transaction is seen by the Central Authority and that it is the guarantor of the approved transaction.
D. VULNERABILITY ANALYSIS
In order to ensure a fraud-resistant system, a mobile transaction processing system needs to be secure against logical attacks, besides achieving component security. In this section, we discuss possible logical attacks and discuss RONFC's resilience against those attacks.
1) DISHONEST CARD PROVIDER
There are two main scenarios to consider for a dishonest card provider:
Scenario 1: A Card Provider may try manipulating transaction parameters, i.e. the value of CDATA TranID , to gain monetary advantage over the approved payment amount.
Let the modified transaction parameters in Algorithm II be TransactionData' = TransactionData, which will create the transaction ResultMessage passed onto TP as follows (note that TransactionData = TransactionInfo || SecureTransactionData):
ResultMessage ← TransactionData' || CID || ApprovalID || TimeStamp Based on Algorithm I, TP will have separately received SecureTransactionData as follows:
EncTranData ← E(TransactionInfo || TransactionSecret), CryptoKey TranID )
TranSignature ← S((TransactionInfo || TransactionSecret), SE pr ) SecureTransactionData ← (SecuredCryptoKey || EncTranData || TranSignature) TP decrypts EncTranData in Step 6:
Upon comparison of the TransactionInfo parts of ResultMessage and the above decryption, transaction verification by TP will fail as TransactionInfo' = TransactionInfo.
Scenario 2: A Card Provider may try replaying a previous successful transaction message of the same user to gain monetary advantage, such as replacing transactionData of a $100 worth transaction request with the transactionData of a previous $1 worth transaction, thereby collecting $100 from its user while aiming to pay $1 to the TP. The replayed transaction message will pass signature verification, but will be rejected by the Terminal Provider and also by SE because of the transaction counter mismatch.
2) DISHONEST TERMINAL PROVIDER
A Terminal Provider may try creating fake copies of approved transactions to gain advantage. This is simply not possible, as the Central Authority is the intermediary authority of all transactions approved by the Card Provider and transmitted to the Terminal Provider. Fake copies will be detected by the Central Authority during the settlement process.
A Terminal Provider may intentionally report failure to the terminal waiting for the transaction result, although it had received approval from the Card Provider. Thus, it can force the terminal application to start the transaction all over again and try claiming both transaction allowances from the Card Provider. However, once the Card Provider approves a transaction and successfully transmits this approval to the Terminal Provider over the Central Authority, it replies at the same time to the mobile application that requested the transaction and notifies the user about this approval. As a result of the fake failure report, the end user will see the approved transaction in his/her mobile application, whereas the terminal attendant will claim that the transaction is rejected. Therefore, this attack is trivially mitigated.
3) FAKE MOBILE APPLICATION
An unknown attacker may try creating a fake mobile application to get into the transaction flow. At the very first step, such an application will fail to register with the CP system, and will not be able to place any transaction requests. Thus, such an application can only target collecting valid transaction data from valid terminals to create fake transactions.
Let TD A = TransactionInfoA || SecureTransactionDataA be the transaction data collected and saved by the attacker from transaction terminal A and assume that the attacker tries to send this data to the CP for a transaction at terminal B. Further, assume that TransactionInfoA = TransactionInfoB.
From Algorithm I, for the captured transaction:
Whereas for the transaction at terminal B:
Step 6, TP for terminal B will decrypt EncTranDataB as follows:
(TransactionInfoB || TransactionSecretB) ← D(EncTranDataB, CryptoKey)
TransactionSecretB will be compared with TransactionSecretA passed from the CP.
As RndSE TranID−A = RndSE TranID−B , due to uniqueness of nonce values generated by the SE, a mismatch will be detected by the TP. Consequently, the attack attempt will fail.
4) FAKE TERMINAL APPLICATION
A fake terminal application may try manipulating transaction parameters for its own advantage. Such a transaction may pass checks performed by the mobile application, Card Provider and Central Authority, as they can only see the public part of the transaction.
Let the modified transaction parameters in Algorithm II as provided by the terminal application be TransactionInfo' = TransactionInfo, hence, TransactionData' = TransactionData, which will create the Card Provider Approval ResultMessage as follows:
Upon comparison of the TransactionInfo parts of ResultMessage and the above decryption, transaction verification by TP will fail as TransactionInfo' = TransactionInfo. Consequently, TP will detect the mismatch between the public parameters and the decrypted message and reject the transaction.
5) TRANSACTION SNIFFING
As encrypted communication is mandatory in the proposed model, one cannot reveal any secret information with transaction sniffing. Public transaction information can be accessed by sniffing the communication between the terminal and the mobile device, but this will not result in security vulnerabilities or will not create a basis for fraud-attempts. Therefore, gaining advantage through transaction sniffing is simply not possible and at the same time this makes the blind replay attacks impossible.
6) DOUBLE-SPEND AND DOUBLE-PUSH
Each transaction in the proposed protocol has a unique transaction identifier that is part of the encrypted transaction data and transaction flow is encapsulated with strong VOLUME 7, 2019 cryptographic proofs of the requester. Thus, the Card Provider and Terminal Provider make secure settlement through the Central Authority based on approved transactions and their cryptographic proofs. Double-spend and double-push attacks are not possible, as they will be detected during the settlement process between the providers.
VI. DISCUSSION
The proposed RONFC protocol offers numerous advantages over existing approaches for processing mobile transactions using the NFC technology. Some of these advantages can be summarized as follows:
• NFC-Enabler independence: RONFC gives full control to the users for mobile transactions by just requiring the use of the corresponding mobile application on NFC-enabled devices.
• No application limitation: In regular NFC, the SE on the NFC mobile device -whether SIM-based or embedded -has a limited space for the chip applets, which can typically hold only a few. For this reason, an NFC mobile device owner can only use the device for a limited number of applications. However, with the proposed design, the NFC mobile device can enable transactions through mobile applications and as a result, offer many more NFC-based applications. The use of mobile applications in RONFC also enables users to choose trusted application providers [38] for sensitive transactions.
• No card emulation issues: The Card Emulation Mode of NFC is an optional feature in NFC specifications; therefore, some of the NFC mobile devices do not feature card emulation at all. Consequently, creating an NFC-based transaction scheme based on a regular NFC SE results in system malfunctioning for some devices, even if they have NFC capability. However, the RONFC approach works with all the NFC-enabled mobile devices, as the Reader Mode is mandatory within NFC specifications.
• No TSM required: In the RONFC approach, the Card Providers can enable the NFC transactions themselves, simply by updating their mobile application. Also, the Terminal Providers have the ability to accept NFC transactions independently, simply by updating their terminals. As a result of this, to enable NFC transactions, NFC Enabler and their TSMs are not needed.
• Interoperability: Regular NFC transactions require proprietary integration schemes for each NFC Enabler or for their TSMs [39] . However, within our open protocol design, service (e.g. payment) providers only need to integrate with the Central Authority, which ensures the connection to the worldwide NFC ecosystem.
• On-device authentication: Entering PINs or other authentication means on an unknown device is a security concern for most people, whereas our design offers the possibility to authenticate users on their mobile device. Moreover, multiple authentication methods that are available on mobile devices (such as face recognition, fingerprint scanning etc.) can be supported.
A. APPLICATION TO CLOSED-CIRCUIT PAYMENT SYSTEMS
As mentioned above, mobile payment is the current most popular application of NFC for mobile transactions. If all the entities of a payment system are provided by the same system owner and the transaction goes through within the same provider's communication channels, then the payment system is referred to as a closed-circuit payment system. Regular credit card payment systems are considered an open-circuit payment system, as a credit card issued by a bank may be used at any payment terminal around the world. The transaction is performed according to international standards and approval is given by the issuing bank at the end. Finally, the amount approved by the issuing bank is transferred to the bank account of the merchant who processed the payment. A typical example of closed-circuit payment system is a public transportation payment system. The transportation payment card is issued by the system operator and it can be used only within that city/system. RONFC can easily be applied to close-circuit payment systems, with the Card Provider and Terminal Provider roles combined into one, obviating the need to have the Central Authority in between payment processing. This will also enable easy conversion into an open-circuit system if needed.
B. COMPARISON WITH LEGACY SOLUTIONS
To demonstrate the advantage of RONFC over legacy mobile transaction processing solutions, we discuss bootstrapping an end user's mobile device for a typical mobile payment scenario as follows: XStores has a mobile application that keeps user account, credit cards of the user that are issued by any bank, and XPoints that users collect from their purchases. XStores management decides to accept mobile payment at their stores, allowing users to be able to pay with the XStores mobile application either through one of the loaded credit cards or using XPoints.
The legacy approach will rely on accepting mobile payments through major mobile wallet providers (Apple TM , Google TM , Samsung TM ), given that XStores has payment terminals capable of processing payment through these mobile wallets. The very first problem XStores management will face is that major mobile wallet providers only allow adding cards to their wallets. Adding an application into the wallet to make a selection between cards or XPoints during transactions is not possible. Secondly, XStores will not be able to add credit cards of their users to their mobile wallets, as XStores is not the issuer of those cards. This leaves XStores management with only the option of adding XPoints account as a card in mobile wallets. In order to do so, XStores needs to create a card program that can be added in mobile wallets, implement remote issuance protocols of all mobile wallet providers, request XStores users to follow steps of adding their XPoints account as a card to their mobile devices and finally, XStores will start paying transaction fees to mobile wallet providers for each payment their users are performing using mobile devices.
With RONFC, XStores with payment terminals capable of processing RONFC transactions will only need to implement TP and CP roles, and they can start accepting mobile payments at their stores through the XStores mobile application, from all users and without an additional activation requirement. Users will be able to make a selection between credit cards or XPoints, or even split the payment between different forms. XStores does not need to exercise any financial or operational contract with mobile wallet providers and any mobile device having the XStores application becomes a mobile payment instrument.
VII. CONCLUSION
The developments in the NFC technology in the past decade have made it a popular choice for various types of mobile transactions, especially in the mobile payment industry. Today, there are hundreds of mobile device types that are NFC-enabled, and millions of people using these devices. A big portion of those devices can perform regular NFC transactions, if they contain a card issued by an NFC Enabler.
The legacy design of the NFC-based mobile transactions, where mobile network operators had a leading role, has resulted in high dependency on the NFC Enablers, creating a barrier for the widespread adoption of the technology, due to the wide range of integrations service providers need to develop to become NFC-ready.
In order to solve the enabler dependency problem, in this paper we proposed RONFC, an enabler-independent NFC transaction protocol, which offers numerous advantages compared to regular NFC transaction methods, by requiring the mobile device to operate only in the Read mode of NFC. The proposed protocol does not require any additional infrastructure/hardware elements on the transaction processing terminals, enabling easy adoption.
We developed a prototype of RONFC for a typical mobile contactless payment scenario and showed through performance experiments that the proposed approach is promising to meet the needs of real-world NFC-based mobile transactions, while satisfying their security requirements.
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